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Abstract: Understanding businesses and how they work can help software engineers build systems that really meet the corresponding business goals. For instance, methods such as the Rational Unified Process (RUP) include activities to model a business before eliciting requirements. However, during our software development practice in academic and “real-life” projects, we found problems using these artefacts with stakeholders. Here we present our experience on integrating BPMN (Business Process Modeling and Notation) diagrams with RUP, aiming to improve the elicitation of software requirements. These diagrams appeared to be easier to understand by stakeholders. The current paper discusses the challenges we faced in using RUP and the way in which we integrate conceptual maps and BPMN into the process. In addition, we illustrate the changes using models that reflect real project implementations realized by using this approach.

1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, software is a key element in business strategies and processes. Very often organizations request new software aiming to improve their business or contribute to their goals. Understanding the business and how it works can help software engineers to build systems that will really meet the expectations.

In the Universidad de los Llanos (Unillanos), we have used RUP in academic and “real life” software development projects. It is used not only in courses related to software engineering but also in development projects aimed to the university and other affiliated institutions. Faculty members and students are usually involved in these projects trying to apply the concepts and models described in the theory into real settings. However, after our experience in several projects between 2010 and 2017, we have integrated Business Process Models, i.e., BPMN diagrams (OMG, 2011), into the RUP activities to improve the business understanding by stakeholders and developers.

This paper presents our experience using BPMN diagrams to support activities for eliciting and specifying software requirements. Here we present some of the challenges we faced trying to use RUP to understand business processes, and obtain agreements on the corresponding software requirements. We present our integration of BPMN and RUP and discuss some lessons learned in multiple academic and “real-life” software development projects.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our experience on several software development projects and how we integrated BPMN in this context. Section 3 presents the modifications we made to RUP to integrate BPMN and Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 ELICITING REQUIREMENTS FOR BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

Developing software to support business processes implies an understanding of these processes. For instance, the method we used, the RUP - Rational Unified Process -, includes activities to model the business processes before eliciting the software requirements.

Eliciting requirements using RUP. In RUP, business processes are analyzed using diverse artifacts:
Each process is depicted using a BUCM - Business Use-Case Model, i.e., by a circle and a set of relationships to the diverse actors that participate. (2) The activities in each process are specified using an AD - Activity Diagram, i.e., a flowchart-like model that represents the steps that comprise the process (Jacobson et al., 1999). Finally, (3) Additional information is specified in a glossary and a set of textual descriptions and specifications.

**Challenges using RUP.** Although there are some books and guides describing how to elicit requirements based on the models representing the processes in RUP, we faced multiple challenges.

**Using the glossary:** our software engineers had problems to write correctly the terms in the glossary. Some times they wrote incorrect definitions or assumed incorrectly that two terms were equivalent. The problems were aggravated by users that refused to read and correct glossaries with a large number of terms.

**Using the BUCMs:** software engineers and stakeholders had problems to review the BUCMs. These models represent processes as use-cases without specifying an ordering of the tasks, inputs and outputs neither the people that perform the tasks. Many times the stakeholders approved a BUCM because they represented steps in the process without noting missing tasks or missing participants.

**Using the ADs:** finally, activity diagrams cannot represent some elements important in the processes such as escalations and deadlines. Software engineers and stakeholders were able to use ADs to discuss on the typical case of the process but failed to represent there the exceptional flows.

Additionally, we found problems trying to create a single set of models representing the business processes. In many projects the stakeholders were sure of the steps in the current process but not of the steps in the process they want. In addition, we had to deal with constant changes on the stakeholders, the domain’s experts, the involved legal regulations and/or the software requirements. Many times, the models combined elements of the current process with one or more of the desired processes. It was hard, when a change in a regulation or stakeholder occurred, to determine which elements must be modified. Moreover, some stakeholders did not receive well the ideas and recommendations of the software engineers because they believed that the software engineers did not understand the process because of these models.

**Related Work.** There are other methods and modeling notations aimed to represent business process. For instance, the BPMN - Business Process Modeling and Notation - is an OMG standard for “bridging the gap between process design and implementation”. Although business modeling can be done independently of the software development, it is clear that each process can benefit from the other.

There are studies that show a misalignment between the software applications and the business processes of many organizations (Przybylek, 2014). These studies describe, as a main reason, the lack of methodology and rigour to determine the software requirements from the business goals. Other studies (Sedelmaier and Landes, 2014) (Monsalve et al., 2012) have shown the benefits of determining requirements based on the modeling of the business processes that the software aims to support. Thereby, we can find tools integrating business and software modeling such as IBM Rational and Visual Paradigm.

## 3 OUR PROPOSAL

To overcome the mentioned problems we integrated conceptual maps and BPMN diagrams into the Requirements activities of the RUP.

![Figure 1: Changed requirements activities.](image)

Figure 1 shows the process starting when a client requests a new software. Then, the project team model the business and elicit the requirements. The requirement specifications are later reviewed with the client. If the client agrees, the process follows to other phases such as analysis, design and implementation (out of the scope of this paper).

### 3.1 Model Business

The main changes we made on the Business Modeling sub-process were the artifacts produced, showed in Figure 2. We complemented the glossary with a conceptual map, and replaced the BUCM and AD by an AS-IS business process model. In addition, once they are built, the conceptual map and the business process models are reviewed and modified directly with the client.

**Conceptual map:** A conceptual map is a technique to graphically represent the knowledge. The project
team constructs a first version showing the concepts and the relations between them such as they are understood. Then, using a whiteboard the map is reviewed and modified with the domain experts. The purpose of this graphical artifact is to facilitate the concepts review between the development team and the client, and, in this way, contribute to an adequate communication in the project, as a result of talking in the same terms.

BPMN AS-IS: The BPMN AS-IS represents the current business processes. Developers create an initial version of this artifact, showing the processes such as they have understood, then they review and adjust the models with the help of domain experts, using markers on the whiteboard where developers presented the models.

3.2 Elicit Requirements

In our proposal, the Requirements sub-process (detailed in Figure 3) starts with the activity of building a BPMN TO-BE model representing the intended process, for which the software will be build.

BPMN TO-BE: The BPMN TO-BE model represents the intended process. It is created from a first version presented by the development team, which incorporate software to automate or support users in some of their tasks, then, based on the diverse software alternatives that may improve the process, analyzing the implications on the organization, which technologies can be used, and the time and costs that the development may imply, the stakeholders decide which is the most appropriate. The decisions are registered on a whiteboard where the domain experts make changes directly in the BPMN.

Other requirement artifacts: Once the TO-BE process has been defined, the requirements discipline continues as proposed by RUP. The software engineers build use cases, scenarios and mockups based on the TO-BE process defined before.

3.3 Madiba Example

Here we illustrate the application of our process.

Madiba is software that support the conciliation process in Colombia. The conciliation is a legal act provided by Colombian law for citizens aimed to resolve conflicts with the help of a neutral third party, before going to court. This is a project widely documented, whose terms are rare and very particular of a legal business domain. After receiving from the client whole piles of documents, the software team elaborated a glossary and an initial conceptual map to graphically represent the knowledge that they have achieved so far. In a jointly elaboration with the client, we obtained a concise graphical artifact showing the main domain concepts and their relations; and consequently we could assure a correct definition of them in the glossary.

Conceptual map. One excerpt of the conceptual map is in Figure 4; it abstracts dozens of documents to show that a Conciliation Center facilitates the solution of conflicts by means of a conciliation in which a petitioner, a third party and a conciliator intervene in an audience. The conciliator is designated from an official list managed by the center and may be designated by shift or request.

Business Process AS-IS. Once the elaboration of the conceptual map was going on, the software deve-
velopment team presented a first version of the conciliation process AS IS. Then jointly completed with the client, using the whiteboard, we obtained a BPMN modeling the conciliation. Figure 5 is an excerpt showing the conciliator designation by shift.

![Diagram showing conciliator designation by shift](image)

Figure 5: Madiba BPMN AS-IS, Request phase fragment.

After reviewing the kind of designation, if it was by shift, the top lawyer on the list must be moved to the end, next, validate if he is enabled and update the request with him. By the contrary, the lawyer must be removed from the official list, take note to call him after, and repeat the cycle until get an enabled lawyer. If the conciliator was selected by the petitioner, after removed from the request is updated. The whole business process was elaborated jointly with the client using the whiteboard with markers on it. This guaranteed representing the business in the way and the terms the client do and use.

**Business Process TO-BE.** Once approved the AS-IS Process model the development team transformed it into a TO-BE Process incorporating the software to be build. As a result, the request phase fragment, showed up, is transformed to a simple software supported task: designate conciliator in Figure 6 that shows an excerpt of the TO-BE process for the Madiba project.

![Diagram showing designate conciliator task](image)

Figure 6: Madiba BPMN TO-BE, Request phase cut.

Again, this activity was realized jointly with the client (the lawyer group), and as a result, before elicit requirements, it was possible to take decisions that involve organizational, technical, financial and time issues. As an example, the next activity after designate conciliator is to announce that to the lawyer. In this example, the client decided to use the major available technologies (i.e. SMS, e-mail and what-sapp messages) to realize this ad in the way showed in Figure 7.

![Diagram showing designate conciliator and announcement](image)

Figure 7: Madiba BPMN TO-BE, Request phase cut.

4 CONCLUSIONS

We found that BPMN help us to elicit the requirements, because the stakeholders were able to discuss and propose changes to the artifacts, to the scope and the requirements of the software.

Our current and future work is focused on (1) implementation of traceability between the high level artifacts depicted here towards the code, to facilitate the software evolution and requirements change management. (2) Research on ways to manage BPMN artifacts (linked with use cases and code) as software assets with which a software product line strategy can be implemented.
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